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1. INTRODUCTION 
Analyzing the effects of soil water conditions on the production 
and water consumption of flower bulb crops at the Flower Bulb Research 
Centre, Lisse, it became evident that crop structure may show consider-
able variation as it depends on biological, economic and soil factors. 
At that time the. Horticultural Extension Service in Noord-Holland ana-
lyzed the effects of planting density and planting systems in field 
experiments of tulips to find the economic optimum of crop structure. 
These conditions actuated efforts to develop a mathematical model for 
tulip production. 
In applied research the use of a model for crop production may re-
place a slow and expensive experimental field research especially when 
many factors are involved in the process. Models describing the conse-
quences of decisions and conditions on production, could be a basis for 
field research and for extrapolation of field results. 
Tulips are in several respects different from other crops. The 
harvested bulbs differ widely in size and in individual weight and shape. 
The smaller bulbs will be used as planting material and the bigger bulbs 
are saleable. The cultivar, the grower's choice of planting density and 
the size of planted bulbs are the main factors determining the bulb size 
distribution of the harvest. So planning seed production must be done 
in the frame of production of saleable bulbs to ensure a continued cul-
ture in successive years. Unlike most other crops the growth of tulip 
leaves depends weakly on actual net photosynthesis. The leaves grow 
mainly from dry matter stored in the seed bulb and the leaf area in 
maximum state of deployment depends of the weight on the seed bulb and 
on the cultivar. 
A central rôle in this model is played by the influence of light 
conditions on photosynthesis and consequently on the dry matter increase 
of the crop. The relation between net and gross photosynthesis of tulips 
was found from field experiments. For so-called homogeneous crops the 
relation between the leaf area and the growth rate was found from field 
experiments. 
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The model permits the evaluation of radiation losses as result of 
the presence of parallel open spaces between beds and ridges (non homo-
geneous) . These radiation losses are transformed into production losses. 
About 90% of dry matter produced during the growing season is stored 
in the new bulbs. The partition between the bulbs of a plant follows a 
definite pattern, specific for each cultivar resulting in a narrow rela-
tion between the total bulb weight production per plant and the size 
distribution in the yield. As stated before, the possibilities for fu-
ture use are defined by the bulb size, so the result of the calculation 
is given in productions per size class as shown in an example of calcu-
lation in Paragraph 4.3. In the example in Paragraph 4.2 the user of 
the program may find how to reach these results in conversational mode. 
The model ROCROP as presented here is only part of an extended 
model (in development) permitting the calculation of the physical and 
economic effects of growing conditions (water management, climate) and 
of decisions in relation to crop structure (planting system and density, 
composition of planting stock). 
Now is the time to move the program from a PDP-11/70 computer to a 
VAX-11/750. We felt this an opportunity to offer an interim report. 
There is little experience in calculating and in interpreting results. 
All test write statements have still been left in the source program; 
they have been blocked. 
2. THE CALCULATION PROCEDURE IN MODEL ROCROP 
2.1. Summary of the calculation procedure 
Program ROCROP calculates light interception, dry matter produc-
tion and bulb production of tulip crops, grown in rows, on beds or 
ridges, for latitudes between 60 degrees North (+60) and 60 degrees 
South (-60). In the calculation procedure a year has always 365 days. 
The growing season cannot exceed day number 365 even in the southern 
hemisphere. 
A leaf crop is treated as an endless, semi light permeable canopy 
(homogeneous crop) of given thickness and density. If the crop is inter-
spaced by paths at regular intervals, it is treated as a collection of 
parallel blocks of infinite length (non-homogeneous crop). The cross 
section of a crop block, perpendicular to the length direction, is 
rectangular. 
The procedure includes the calculation of: 
- sun altitude and sun azimuth with respect to the crop block direction 
for a number of time points during day time; 
- relative direct and diffuse radiation intercepted by the crop for a 
number of sun altitude/sun azimuth combinations; the relative direct 
interception is averaged per day and the relative diffuse interception 
is averaged for 81 combinations of sky height and sky azimuth; 
- the actual direct and diffuse radiation per day and the light inter-
ception by a homogeneous crop and by crop blocks; 
- actual dry matter production of a homogeneous crop using a model of 
CT. de Wit revised by Goudriaan and Van Laar; 
- dry matter production of the crop blocks from dry matter production 
of a homogeneous crop using the relation between light interception 
by crop blocks and by the homogeneous crop as a correction factor; 
- quantitative and qualitative bulb production. 
Most variable names (symbols) in the equations of the model de-
scription are also used in the main program. These names are listed in 
Section 3.3. Crop productions are expressed in kilograms per hectare = 
1000 grams per 10,000 square meters abbreviated as kgs/ha. 
The model was developed at the Flower Bulb Research Center, Lisse, 
and the Institute for Land and Water Management Research, Wageningen, 
by G.G.M. van der Valk and dr. P.E. Rijtema; J.B.H.M. van Gils wrote 
the program in fortran. 
2.2. Relative light interception 
2.2.1. Points of time for relative light interception 
The relative direct light interception will be calculated for a 
given number of time points at even intervals from sunrise to sunset. 
At sunrise and at sunset the altitude of the sun (SUNAL) is 0°, the 
sun rises at SRH = 12 - DELT O'clock and the sun sets at SSH = 12 + 
DELT o'clock. The hour distance of the sun from 12 o'clock (SUNAL = 0) 
can be calculated as: 
„ „ „ 1 2 , sin LAT • sin DECLIN. /, \ t*\ DELT = — arc cos ( =-r= .-.wu (hours) (1) TT cos LAT • cos DECLIN 
and the solar declination can be calculated as: 
DECLIN = 23.47 -^~ sin( N R^~ 8 0 2TT) (rads) (2) 
where DECLIN = solar declination in radians 
TT = the value of IT 
LAT = latitude on earth in radians 
NRDAY = sequence number of day from January 1 
When relative light interception will be calculated for n points 
a day, time step is 2 DELT/n hours. The first point is at the moment of 
sunrise and r. is uneven (see Paragraph 2.2.2). 
2.2.2. Sun altitude and sun azimuth 
The altitude of the sun is: 
SUNAL = arcsin(sin LAT • sin DECLIN + cos LAT • cos DECLIN • cos h) 
(rads) 
(3) 
The hour angle of the sun i.e. the angular distance from the 
meridian of the place on earth, can be derived from time point TYD by: 
TYD - 12 . , v h = rs fr (rads) (4) 
where TYD = time in hours from midnight 
The azimuth of the sun can be calculated as: 
SUNAZ' = arcsin(- cos DECLIN • sin h/cos SUNAL) (rads) (5) 
If the latitude of the observer equals the declination of the sun, 
the altitude SUNAL of the sun at noon (hour angle = 0) is 90° and the 
azimuth SUNAZ' as calculated with (5) will be undetermined. 
To exclude this situation the number of time points per day is 
chosen uneven. As shown in Fig. 1, SUNAZ' is not continuously increasing 
with TYD (from North in eastward direction). In order to give SUNAZ-
sun an increasing value the calculated SUNAZ' has to be adjusted. This 
adjustment must be effectuated as follows: 
if SUNAZ' > 0 and SUNAZ' increasing with t then SUNAZ-sun = SUNAZ' 
if SUNAZ' > 0 and SUNAZ' decreasing with t then SUNAZ-sun = TT - SUNAZ' 
if SUNAZ' < 0 and SUNAZ* decreasing with t then SUNAZ-sun = TT - SUNAZ' 
if SUNAZ' < 0 and SUNAZ' increasing with t then SUNAZ-sun = 2TT + SUNAZ' 
The slope of SUNAZ' is defined by the sign of the difference be-
tween SUNAZ'(TYD) and SUNAZ'(TYD + 0.001). 
For southern latitudes the resulting azimuths SUNAZ-sun indicate 
the angular distance from the South measured eastward, rather than from 
before correction. 
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Fig. 1. Relation between TYD and SUNAZ before and after correction 
cross section of the block' 
Fig. 2. Azimuth angles used in the calculation of light interception 
in crop blocks 
North. So for southern latitudes holds: SUNAZ = ïï - SUNAZ. 
The azimuth of the crop block (ROWAZ) is the smaller angle between 
North and the length direction of the block in eastward direction. 
SUNAZ and ROWAZ must be transformed in ALPHA i.e. the angle between 
SUNAZ and the cross section of the crop block (see Fig. 2). This trans-
formation can be executed as follows: 
if |SUNAZ - ROWAZ| <= ïï then ALPHA = ||SUNAZ - ROWAZ| - 0.5ïï| 
if |SUNAZ - ROWAZ| > ïï then ALPHA = ||SUNAZ - ROWAZ| - 1.5ïï| 
2.2.3. Crop development 
Development of the aerial parts of tulips mainly depends on the 
properties of the planted bulb and on soil/air temperature and only a 
bit on photosynthesis. 
From field experiments it was found (VAN DER VALK, in preparation) 
that leaf area development after emergence can be described as: 
TAT, TAT^AWI -RDLEAF(NRDAY - NRDAYS - 5) 2. ,2 . ,,. 
LAP = LAPMAXO - e ) (m per plant) (6) 
where LAP = actual leaf area in m^ per plant 
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LAPMAX = maximum leaf area in m per plant 
RDLEAF = coefficient for leaf area development rate (value be-
tween 0.0004 and 0.0008) 
NRDAY = day number from January 1 
NRDAYS = number of the first day of the growing season 
Measurement of the date of emergence cannot be done accurately. 
The number of the first day of the growing season (NRDAYS) is the date 
when about 10% of the maximum leaf area is reached. In this stage the 
leaves are still folded and partly hidden in the soil. The effectivity 
of light interception of the leaves is low. The value of NRDAYS depends 
on soil temperature between planting date and emergence and on bulb 
qualities. An averaged value is calculated from series of measurements. 
The rate of leaf development mainly varies with temperature but 
the exact relation has not been found. The value of RDLEAF can be cal-
culated with eq. (6) from leaf area measurements (LAP and LAPMAX). The 
maximum leaf area LAPMAX varies mainly with the cultivar and the weight 
of the planted bulb as: 
LAPMAX =
 io,ooôw + c (m2 per plant) (7) 
where W = average bulb weight in grams 
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C = constant specific for each cultivar in m per plant 
The increasing crop height, closely correlated with leaf area 
development, can be described by eq. (6) replacing LAP and LAPMAX by 
ROHE and ROHEM where 
ROHE = actual crop height in m 
ROHEM = maximal crop height in m 
Dying off indicates the end of the growing season. After the death 
of 25% of the leaves no weight increase has been observed. The last day 
NRDAYE corresponds with this stage. NRDAYE is correlated with among 
others cultivar and meteorological and hydrological circumstances. The 
prediction of NRDAYE is obtained as averaged day numbers of 25% dying 
off stages in the past. 
2.2.4. Relative direct light interception in crop blocks 
The direct light interception model, used in R0CR0P, has been 
developed by JANSEN and VAN DER VALK (1983). It describes the light 
attenuation in a number of endless, horizontal, semi light-permeable 
crop blocks, rectangular in cross section, lying parallel at equal dis-
tances. The model supposes the intercepting elements to be homogeneous-
I)' distributed in the block space and is used to calculate the direct 
light interception in field crops grown in rows, on ridges or on beds. 
The direction of the light source is described by its angular height 
SUNAL and its azimuth ALPHA in relation to the blocks. ALPHA is zero 
when the azimuth of the light source is perpendicular to the length 
of the blocks. The angles are restricted in degrees to: 
-90 < ALPHA < +90 0 < SUNAL < 90 
The model is based on the assumption that light intensity in the 
blocks is attenuated. The relative light intensity in sun beam direction 
after a way length w is: 
DRI = e"k'W (8) 
where DRI = relative light intensity after length w in a crop block 
k' = attenuation coefficient of the block in m 
w = distance in the block in the direction from the light 
source in m 
The attenuation depends on the concentration of the light inter-
cepting elements and on the efficiency of the interception. The main 
light intercepting elements in a crop are the leaves, so the concentra-
tion of the intercepting elements in a crop is represented by the leaf 
area per unit of crop volume. The direction of the leaves with respect 
to the light source may influence the efficiency of the light intercep-
tion. In this view the attenuation coefficient k' in eq. (8) is sub-
stituted by: 
k' = L I N A T ^ (m~1) (9) 
where LINAT = light attenuation factor of the crop 
2 
LAI = leaf area index = (leaf area as m per plant) • (number of 
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plants per m block area) 
ROHE = actual crop height in m 
In a homogeneous crop (a crop canopy) the distance covered by the 
light between the top and the bottom of the crop w depends on crop 
height ROHE and sun altitude SUNAL. So w in eq. (8) can be replaced by: 
ROHE/sin SUNAL. After substitution in eq. (8) the relative direct 
light intensity under a homogeneous crop is: 
LINAT • LAI 
DRI- e" « » * * * • (,0) 
The relative direct light interception DRIAH by a homogeneous 
crop is then: 
- LINAT • LAI 
DRIAH = 1 - e" Sln S U M L (11) 
In field crops of tulips the attenuation factor LINAT was indirect-
ly measured using the instrument designed by BAEUMER and DE WIT (1968) 
for analyzing the competition for light between the leaves of a mixed 
crop. In our case the instrument was used for the estimation of the 
probability of sunray interception in crops with known leaf area index 
LAI and at sun height SUNAL. Using eq. (11) the light attenuation factor 
can be expressed as: 
LINAT = " S i L A I U N A L ln(1 - DRIAH) (12) 
It appeared that this attenuation factor is varying with the 
height of incoming radiation. This may probably be caused by the leaf 
exposition. 
From field measurements with tulips it was found that: 
LINAT - 0.6 + (60 - SUNAL)0.005 (13) 
In this case a small angle of light incidence favours the light 
interception. 
In crop blocks the average light distance covered is less than in 
a homogeneous crop. The model of JANSEN and VAN DEP VALK (1983) calcu-
lates the average light interception in blocked crops: 
1 - DRI - 1 - {(|A- ETAFRAl - ^ l ^ e " ^ 8 5 ^ ' m i n < A . E T A F R A>
 + 
+ _ ! _ + |A +. ETAFRA _ , |)e-MASSAT - max(0, A + ETAFRA - 1) } 
-MASSAT • A • ETA ,.,\ 
• e (14) 
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where DRI = relative direct light intensity 
min = minimum value of the expressions between parenthesis 
max = maximum value of the expressions between parenthesis 
A = relative block width = ROWI/(ROWI + PAWI) 
ROWI = block width, PAWI = path width 
ETAFRA = ETA - INTETA 
ETA = ROHE • cos ALPHA/(ROWI + PAWI)tg SUNAL 
INTETA = i n t e g e r va lue of ETA 
MASSAT = LINAT • LAI • (ROWI + PAWI)/(ROHE • cos ALPHA • cos SUNAL) 
(The calculating procedure as given in eq. (14) was programmed in sub-
routine ABSORB). 
2.2.5. Daily relative direct-light interception 
For 19 as the uneven number of points per day the relative direct light 
interception DRIAN in crop blocks can be calculated with eq. (14). As 
this equation is only valid for the sun height SUNAL greater than 0 
radians the minimum value of SUNAL in the program is set on 0.01 radian. 
These 19 values of one day are averaged, taking into account the effect 
of sun height on the incoming radiation, as: 
E
 1Q{(1 - DRI)sin SUNAL} 
DRIANM = 1 - DRI = n * (15) 
I sin SUNAL 
n=1.19 
For homogeneous crops the light interception DRIANM of a day can 
be averaged for 19 time points in the same way after calculating DRI 
with eq. (10). 
2.2.6. Relative diffuse-light interception 
Diffuse light is defined as a collection of direct light rays 
coming from all points of the sky. Light intensity of the sky is supposed 
to be uniform under cloudless as well as under overcast conditions. The 
sky is divided into peels between a defined number of horizontal rings 
with equal distances between each other. The contribution from each 
peel is proportional with its area. Choosing a step size of 10° (= 
0.1745 rads) of the sky height SKYAL and of the sky azimuth SKYAZ and 
starting at 5° (= 0.0873 rads) the average value of the relative diffuse 
light interception for a 90° segment of the sky is: 
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DFIANH = jz 
P 
Z [ l {(sin2 SUNAL. . - sin2 SUNAL. .)(1 - DFI .)} (16) 
=1.9 Lj=1.9 J + i J _ i P'J 
where p = sequence number of step of sky azimuth 
j • sequence number of step of sky altitude 
For a homogeneous crop where the relative light interception does 
not depend on sky azimuth the average value of the relative diffuse 
light interception for a 90° segment of the sky is: 
DFIAH - i ' Z R(sin2 SKYAL. , - sin2 SKYAL. ,)(1 - DFI.)}] (17) 
2.3. Incoming direct and diffuse radiation 
The significance for tulip production of the calculated relative 
diffuse and direct light interception depends on the available amounts 
of diffuse and direct radiation. Generally only the amount of the total 
daily radiation is available. So it is necessary to find a method to 
separate the direct and the diffuse components in the actual total 
radiation. 
2.3.1. Radiation on clear days 
The amount of direct and diffuse radiation on clear days was 
approximated using the method from the SMITHONIAN METEOROLOGICAL TABLES 
(1951, page 420). The total daily solar radiation reaching the earth, 
not taking into account the dispersion of the light, is calculated 
from the radiation at the top of the atmosphere HTOP and 9% loss of 
light intensity to water vapour and ozone by absorption. 
These daily totals of solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere 
(HTOP) and the direct radiation reaching the ground (HCDR) for a number 
of days evenly distributed over the year and for a number of latitudes 
at 10° intervals are found in Table 132 and Table 135 of Smithonian 
Meteorological Tables (and copied to subroutine INTER). The transmission 
coefficient for direct radiation is chosen at the value 0.8. Intermediate 
data are found by linear interpolation. 
The difference 0.91HTOP - HCDR may be regarded as the amount of 
energy which is scattered half upwards and lost into space and half 
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downward being the diffuse radiation HCDF. Together with the direct 
radiation HCDR the diffuse radiation HCDF reaches the earth forming 
the total radiation HCTO, so 
HCDF = 0.5(0.91HT0P - HCDR) (joules/cm2/d) 
HCTO = 0.5(0.91HTOP + HCDR) (joules/cm2 là) 
2.3.2. Actual radiation 
In order to divide the amount of actual radiation in a direct 
and a diffuse component it was assumed that direct radiation depends 
on the relative sunshine duration RELSUN. The relative sunshine dura-
tion can be calculated from the actual radiation data as: 
RELSUN = max 0, y-Lg (f§^ - C) (18) 
where RELSUN = r e l a t i v e sunshine d u r a t i o n 
2 HACT = measured a c t u a l r a d i a t i o n in jou les /cm /d 
2 HCTO = t o t a l r a d i a t i o n on c l e a r days in j o u l e s / c m /d (= HCDR + 
+ HCDF) 
C = f r a c t i o n of HCTO when RELSUN = 0 , a v a l u e between 0.28 
and 0.34 (FEDDES, 1971) 
HACT 
The term =77=^  may become less than C. As this would lead to a 
negative value for RELSUN, the minimum value of RELSUN in eq. (18) has 
been fixed at 0. 
The actual amount of direct radiation is : 
HACDR = RELSUN • HCDR (joules/cm2/d) (19) 
If the actual daily radiation is known then the actual amount of 
diffuse radiation is: 
HACDF = HACTO - HACDR (joules cm2/d) (20) 
If only the relative sunshine duration is known then the actual 
daily radiation in eq. (20) is supposed to be: 
HACTO = {C + (1 - C)RELSUN}(HCDR + HCDF) (joules/cm2/d) (21) 
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2.3.3. Radiation on clear days over crop blocks 
In a non-homogeneous crop the quantity of light intercepted per 
2 . . . 
m crop block area exceeds the quantity intercepted in a homogeneous 
crop. In a homogeneous crop the intercepted light is: 
HABH = HACDR • DRIAHM + HACDF • DFIAH (joules/cm2/d) (22) 
In a non-homogeneous crop the daily intercepted light is: 
HABNH = HACDR • DRIANM + HACDF • DFIANH (joules/cm2/d) (23) 
where HABH = radiation intercepted by a homogeneous crop in joules/ 
cm /d 
HABNH = radiation intercepted by a non-homogeneous crop in 
2 joules/cm /d 2 HACDR = actual direct radiation over a crop in joules/cm /d 
(eq. 19) 
2 HACDF = actual diffuse radiation over a crop m joules/cm /d 
(eq. 20) 
DRIAHM = average relative intercepted direct radiation in a 
homogeneous crop (eq. 15) 
DRIANM = average relative intercepted direct radiation in a 
non-homogeneous crop (eq. 15) 
DFIAH = average relative intercepted diffuse radiation in a 
homogeneous crop (eq. 16) 
DFIANH = average relative intercepted diffuse radiation in a 
non-homogeneous crop (eq. 17) 
The model of DE WIT (1965) has been developed to calculate dry 
matter production from the daily radiation data for a homogeneous crop 
covering soil surface, see paragraph 2.4.1. The radiation intercepted 
by crop blocks (HABNH) is equal or higher than that intercepted by a 
homogeneous crop (HABH). The incoming actual radiation is corrected for 
the relation of intercepted light between crop blocks and a similar 
crop canopy. 
The adjustments for non-homogeneous crop conditions of incoming 
radiation are chosen as: 
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HACTNH = g^gg (HACDR + HACDF) (joules/cm /d) (24) 
HCTNH - U ~ - (HCDR +'HCDF) (joules/cm2/d) (25) 
rtAüri 
where HACTNH = daily actual radiation, adjusted to crop blocks 
HCTNH = radiation on clear days, adjusted to crop blocks 
2.4. Production 
Growth of crops is primarily based on the production of assimilates 
(dry matter) in the process of photosynthesis in the leaves. These 
assimilates are distributed in the plant following a pattern specific 
to the species and the cultivar. In tulips the main part of dry matter 
is stored in a number of new bulbs per plant. The number new bulbs per 
plant and the distribution of dry matter among them is mainly cultivar 
specific. This leads to a variety of bulb sizes at harvest. Information 
concerning bulb size gradation is essential because destination and 
price depend on their size. 
2.4.1. Dry matter production 
As mentioned before the effect of actual radiation on gross dry 
matter production, i.e. production by photosynthesis not corrected for 
respiration losses, can be calculated using a model developed by DE WIT 
(1965) as revised by GOUDRIAAN and VAN LAAR (1978). For the application 
of the model under conditions of partial soil cover and actual radiation 
it was extended by RIJTEMA and ENDRÖDI (1970). It is based on the light 
distribution in a crop, fully covering the soil, and on the reaction 
to the light conditions in the crop of photosynthesis of the leaves 
under an overcast and a clear sky. 
For a homogeneous crop the relation between the radiation on clear 
days and the dry matter production under an overcast and a clear sky as 
presented in tables by GOUDRIAAN and VAN LAAR (1978), CO, uptake of 
leaves at light saturation conditions = 30 kgs CO» per ha per hour, can 
be approximated by 
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under a clear sky as: 
Pc = (105.49 - 0.4834LAT)(1 -
 e-°-
005HCT0) + (0.2153 + 0.001LAT)HCTO (26) 
under an overcast sky as: 
Po = (23.0 - 0.1764LAT)(1 -
 e-°-
003HCTO) + (0.1225 + 0.0003LAT)HCTO (27) 
•*» 
Under actual light conditions (partly overcast sky) the gross dry 
matter production is then: 
= HCTO - 0.5HACT _ HCTO - 0.5HACT} ( 2 8 ) 
P A C S T
 0.8HCT0 P o + V 0.8HCTO )FC U ö ' 
where Pc = gross dry matter production under a clear sky in kgs/ha/d 
Po = gross dry matter production under an overcast sky in 
kgs/ha/d 
LAT = latitude on the earth in degrees 
2 
HCTO = total radiation on clear days in joules per cm per day 
(= HCDR + HCDF) 
2 HACT » total actual radiation in joules per cm per day 
PACST = gross dry matter production under actual light conditions 
in kgs/ha/d 
The reduction for respiration losses is 20%. The reduction for in-
complete soil cover in homogeneous crops is chosen as a function of the 
leaf area index LAI (BENSCHOP and VAN DER VALK). The actual net dry 
matter production is then: 
PAC = 0.8(1 - e~°'6LAI)PACST (kgs/ha/d) (29) 
For non-homogeneous crops the productions Pc and Po can be calcu-
lated with eqs. (26) and (27) replacing HACT by HACTNH and HCTNH. Cal-
culating the gross dry matter production in crop blocks PACSNH the same 
replacements are done with eq. (28). The net dry matter production in 
crop blocks PACNH is calculated with eq. (29) replacing PACST by PACSNH. 
2.4.2. Bulb production in size classes 
• Experiments have shown that 85 to 95% of net dry matter produced 
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by tulips in the growing season is stored in the daughter bulbs. The 
dry matter content of the bulb depends on the time lapse between harvest 
and grading but averages 45%. The bulb production can be calculated 
from dry matter production as: 
PACBNH - PAC'^M-BraACB (30) 
where PACBNH = actual bulb production in crop blocks in kgs/ha 
PACNH = net dry matter production in crop blocks in kgs/ha 
FRACB '= fraction of dry matter production stored in bulbs 
DMCB = dry matter content of bulbs 
Each plant produces a number of new bulbs depending on the cultivar, 
on the size of the planted bulb and on the bulb weight per plant at 
harvest. There is a distinct pattern of distribution of assimilates in 
the plant between the new bulbs. Over and above all these factors there 
is a statistical variation. This all leads to a variation of bulb sizes. 
As the use potentials and the prices of the bulbs depend on their 
size, bulbs are graded according to the hole-diameter they fall through. 
From experiments it was found that weight of bulbs per size class 
depends primarily on the bulb weight produced per plant and that each 
cultivar has its own characteristics. An example of the characteristics 
with the distribution of the cultivar 'Prominence' is given in the example 
of the program instructions and calculation results (see Chapter 4). The 
bulb production per plant is calculated as: 
T,A^m _ PACBNH(PAWI + ROWI)1000 ,,.. 
xAwm -
 R0WI v DENS . 1 0 ) 0 0 0 ui; 
where PACPNH = actual bulb production per plant in grams 
PACBNH = actual bulb production in crop blocks in kgs per ha 
PAWI = distance between the crop blocks in cm 
ROWI = block width in cm 
2 
DENS = number of plants per m block area 
The weight percentages per size class GRADE are found from the 
calculated bulb weight per plant by linear interpolation in the distribu-
tion tables where percentages per size class are given for a number of 
bulb weights per plant. With these percentages the bulb weight per size 
16 
class per ha is calculated. 
Ü A r o PACBNH • GRADE „ ,, . ,„„. 
PACS = ^ (kgs(ha) (32) 
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3. THE PROGRAM ROCROP 
3.1. Some general remarks 
The input of values on daily radiation or on sunshine hours is 
represented in a table. 
Calculations may be executed for specified pairs of plant density 
2 
and maximum leaf area till a maximum of leaf area index of 8 (m of 
2 leaf area per m of soil surface). 
A year has always 365 days. The growing season cannot exceed day 
number 365 even in the southern hemisphere. Radiation data for days 
following day number 365 cannot be stored. 
The calculated production of the bulbs is divided over bulb size 
classes by interpolating in a distribution table with percentages per 
size class for a range of productions per plant. So the table must 
always cover the possible calculated productions per plant. The user 
is advised to add rows with extreme values of bulb weight. 
The program has been developed for a PDP-11 computer working with 
operating system RSX-11M PLUS. The instruction input of the program is 
the same as in program - package VAZAL which has been developed at the 
Institute for Land and Water Management Research (ICW) by VAN GILS 
(1982). Dutch texts have been replaced by English texts. 
3.2. Instructions for use of the program ROCROP 
When the system prompt > appears on the screen the following in-
structions must be typed in, where "uic" is the users identification 
code: 
Type (write) Act ion 
C? [uic] RUN 
or 






The program "(uic]ROCROP.TSK" then asks to state 
where the instructions come from. This can be from 
Type (write) Action 
the terminal or from an instruction file. The re-
cords of an instruction file contain the answers to 
the questions put by the program. 
These answers must be successively: 
for record answer (with comment) 
instruction file 
0 Identification of the instruction file in at most 35 
characters 
<RET> = instructions from terminal 
(It is the first answer required on the file 
"INITIEREN.INS" or, in case this file is missing, on 
the terminal, or in case of instructions of a stated 
file are already read on the last record to be read 
from this instruction file.) 
1 Y = request display of the instructions from file on 
the screen 
N = no display 
(This question is skipped when instructions come from 
the terminal.) 
list file 
2 Identification of the list file in at most 35 characters 
<RET> = data output to terminal 
3 Y = list file is destinated for printing via DT80/1 terminal 
N = no special destination of the list file 
growing season 
4 Number of the first day of the growing season 
<RET> = 1 
(numbering days starts on January 1) 
5 Number of the last day of the growing season 
<RET> =365 
6 Number of integration steps between sunrise and sunset 
<RET> =19 
crop dimensions 
7 Crop block width in cm 
19 
for record answer (with comment) 
<RET> = 35 cm 
8 Distance between the crop blocks in cm 
<RET> = 40 cm 
9 Azimuth of the crop blocks in degrees 
<RET> is not allowed 
crop properties (a calculation for each specified pair of alternatives 
will be performed) 
2 10 At most 16 alternatives of number of plants per m 
(Numbers may have a decimal point. Numbers are separated 
by comma's. Numbers are terminated by a /. Numbers with-
j out a value are not allowed.) 
j+1 Rate coefficient of leaf area development 
<RET> = 0.0008 
2 j+2 Max. 10 pairs of max. leaf area per plant (reals) in m 
and max. crop depth (reals) in cm 
(Numbers without a value are not allowed. The numbers 
k may have a decimal point.) 
k+1 Leaf area and crop depth are separated by a comma. 
Pairs are separated by the word "AND". 
The sequence of pairs is closed by a /. 
As long as / does not occur a new line data is asked for. 
The information after / in the record is not used. Spaces 
can be inserted at any place.) 
Example: 176,28 AND 175,29/comment 
k+2 Correction factor for respiratory losses per day 
<RET> =0.8 
k+3 Fraction of dry matter production stored in bulbs 
<RET> =0.9 
k+4 Dry matter content of bulbs 
<RET> =0.45 
bulb distribution 
k+5 At most 10 bulb size classes in cm circumference 
(The numbers will be given in increasing order, the num-
bers will be separated by comma's, the series of numbers 
1 is closed by a /, non-stated classes have the value 0.) 
1+1 A bulb weight per plant in grams and the matching series 
20 
for record answer (with comment) 
of percentages of bulb weight per size in the order of 
the classes 
<RET> = close the serie of records, continue with record 
m+1 
(The numbers will be given in the same way as the size 
classes, these records are asked again and again unless 








Number of the first day of the array data 
<RET> = number of first day of growing season 
Number of the last day of the array data 
<RET> = number of last day of growing season 
Y = the array with daily radiation data is given 
N = the array with daily number of sunshine hours is given 
The array with data in chronological order 
2 (Radiations in joules per cm without dec. point, sun-
shine hours with decimal point if required. 
The numbers will be separated by comma's, the series of 
n numbers is closed by a /, non stated data have the value 0.) 
n+1 Sunshine hours of a required day 
<RET> =0.0 
(This record will be asked for each daily data with val-




<RET> = 52.3° 
(52.3 is latitude of Lisse, The Netherlands) 
n+3 Integration step in degrees 
<RET> = 10.0° 
n+4 Radiation coefficient C, fraction of clear rad. on cloudy 
days 
<RET> = 0.29 
n+5 Light attenuation factor at 60° sun altitude 
<RET> =0.6 
21 
for record answer (with comment) 
headline 
n+6 At most 80 characters of the headline of pages with 
results 
<RET> = no headline 
(When 80 characters are given, another maximum of 52 
characters will be asked for, thus producing a printed 
line of 132 characters at most. Giving <RET> , the 
first series of 80 characters will be printed only.) 
results per period 
n+7 Y = with results per period 
N = no results per period 
(This question is not skipped as a consequence of a 
program control answer.) 
program control 
n+8 Y = the program will be continued , else N or <RET> 
n+9 Y = change the instruction file, record 0..1, else N or <RET> 
n+10 Y = change the list file, record 2..3 , else N or <RET> 
n+11 Y = change the growing season, record 4..6 , else N or <RET> 
n+12 Y = change the crop dimensions, record 7..9 , else N or <RET> 
n+13 Y = change the crop properties, record 10.. 
k+4 , else N or <RET> 
n+14 Y = change the bulb distribution, record 
k+5..m , else N or <RET> 
n+15 Y = change the radiation data, record m+1.. 
n+1 , else N or <RET> 
n+16 Y = change the radiation factors, record 
n+2..n+5 , else N or <RET> 
n+17 Y = change the headline, record n+6 , else N or <RET> 
(Unchanged instructions repeat the operation.) 
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3.3. Program information 
Subroutines: 
ABSORB relative light interception in crop blocks 
AZAL altitude and azimuth of the sun 
FLN reads a filename from instruction input 
FLNERR treats file errors 
FLNI calls an instruction file 
FLNSIO calls a sequential file 
FRMAT makes a run-time format of a question 
GETAL decodes a real 
INTER linear interpolation of HTOP and HCDR in tables 
INTERP interpolation between integers in a table 
LEESIN reads an integer from instruction input 
LEESR reads a real from instruction input 
NUMMER decodes an integer 
PAIRS reads pairs of max. leaf area and max. crop depth 
REGEL reads a record of instruction input 
RIJ reads a record of instruction input containing integers and 
couples characters 
RIJR reads a record of instruction input containing reals and 
quadruples characters 
STRING reads a string of characters from instruction input 
TIJD writes time and date 
YORNO asks yes or no 
Logical Unit Numbers: 
LUN 1 is used for instruction input from file 
LUN 4 is used for formatted output 
LUN 5 is used for terminal input and output 
Operating system RSX-11M PLUS 
Compiled with the command: 
DCL FORTRAN/F77/CHECK/N0I4/TRACEBACK:ALL/OBJECT:ROCROP ROCROP 
Task built with the command: TKB commandfile 










Task image size: 18048 words 
List of symbols used in the main program 
name comment 
read-in variables 
DEGREE latitude on earth in degrees 
between +60 and -60°, default 52.25833° 
2 
DENS planting density = number of plants per m block area (real) , 
no default value 
DMCB dry matter content of bulbs, default 0.45 
FRACB fraction of dry matter production stored in bulbs, default 0.9 
FRESP correction factor for respiratory losses per day, default 0.8 
o 
HACTO array measured daily radiation data in houles per m (integers), 
unknown code = 0 
C radiation coefficient, fraction of maximum radiation on cloudy 
days, (real) between 0.25 and 0.35, default 0.29 
GRADE the tabulated bulb weights per plant in grams with their per-
centages per size class 
LAPMAX maximum leaf area per plant (real), no default value 
LIBAS light attenuation factor at 60° sun altitude (real), default 0.6 
NKLEIN measured daily sunshine hours (reals), unknown code 0 
NRDAYS number of the first day of the growing season 
NRDAYE number of the last day of the growing season 
NSTAP number of time steps between sunrise and sunset, default 19 
PAWI path width (distance between crop blocks, real), default 40 cm 
RDLEAF rate coefficient for leaf area development 
ROWAZ azimuth of crop block direction, smallest angle in degrees, 
measured from North via East (real) , no default value 
ROHEM maximum crop depth in cm (real), no default value 
24 
name comment 
ROWI crop block width (real), default 35 cm 
SIZE serie of size classes based on circumference of the bulbs 
STEP integration step in degrees, default 10 
TITEL array with the headline characters 
TABLE write instruction for results per period 
variables used with instruction input/output 
A array containing a string or record characters 
ACCEPT logical unit number of the terminal input/output 
DT80 = .TRUE, data listing is determined for printing via 
auxiliary port of a DT80/1 terminal 
EOF = .TRUE, an end of file is read 
ESC address containing the code of an ESCAPE character 
FILEI array with the name of the instruction file 
FILE3 array with the name of the list file 
FNOT value of an unknown real (-1.7E+38) 
IGOTO array with indications for program control 
LASTIM last stored time during computations 
REPORT = .TRUE, displays instruction input 
SLASH address containing the code of a SLASH character (/) 
TRUE address containing the value .TRUE. 
UNIT2 logical unit number of data-input (unused) 
UNIT3 logical unit number of listing 
UNIT1 logical unit number of instruction input 
UNITO logical unit number of instruction output 
variables used in computations 
ALPHA angle between sun azimuth and the cross section of the crop 
block 
DELT hours between noon and sunrise or sunset 
DECLIN declination of the sun in radians 
DFI relative light intensity of diffuse radiation under a crop at 
soil surface 
DFIAH average relative diffuse light interception in a homogeneous crop 


























relative light intensity for direct radiation under a crop 
at soil surface 
average relative direct light interception in a homogeneous 
crop 
average relative direct light interception in a non-homogeneous 
crop 
reduction factor for respiration and partial soil cover per 
day 
_,-,„., „„„„„/. -0.6LAI-V 
FREAL = FRESPÜ - e ) 
radiation interception by a homogeneous crop, in joules per 
2 , 
cm per day 
radiation interception by a non-homogeneous crop, in joules 
2 , per cm per day 
2 
actual diffuse radiation in joules per cm per day 
2 
actual direct radiation in joules per cm per day 
total actual radiation for a homogeneous crop in joules per 
2 , 
cm per day 
total actual radiation, adjusted for radiation losses in a 
2 
non-homogeneous crop in joules per cm per day 
half of integration step, and lower limits of sky height 
and sky azimuth in radians 
daily sum of diffuse radiation at the earth's surface on 
2 
clear days in joules per cm per day 
daily sum of direct radiation at the earth's surface on clear 
days in joules per cm per day 
daily sum of radiation on clear days adjusted for radiation 
losses in a non-homogeneous crop 
2 daily sum of radiation on clear days in joules per cm per day 
daily sum of radiation at the top of the atmosphere in joules 
per cm per day 
dummy real variable 
26 
name comment 
HULP6 dummy real variable 
I dummy integer variable 
IDENS current sequence number of a variant of planting density 
IHULP serie of scratch integer variables 
ILAP current sequence number of a variant of maximum leaf area 
per plant 
J dummy integer variable 
K dummy integer variable 
L dummy integer variable 
LAI leaf area index, product of plant density and leaf area per 
plant 
LAT latitude on the earth in radians 
LINAT light attenuation factor, dependent on plant species 
M dummy integer variable 
N dummy integer variable 
NDENS total number of alternatives of planting density 
NGRAM total number of tabulated bulb weights produced per plant with 
percentages produced per size class 
NLAP total number of alternatives of maximum leaf area per plant 
NPER number of days of the growing season in the current n days' 
period 
NRDAY sequence number of day, starting on January 1 
NRPERB sequence number of the first day of the first n days' period 
NRPERE sequence number of the last day of each n days' period 
NRPERS sequence number of the first day of each n days' period 
NSIZE total number of bulb size classes 
NTITEL total number of characters of the headline 
PAC actual net daily dry matter production of a homogeneous crop 
in kg per ha 
PACBNH actual bulb production in kg per ha 
PACNH actual daily net dry matter production in crop blocks in kg per ha 
PACPNH actual bulb production per plant in grams 
PACS actual bulb production per size class in kg per ha 
PACSNH gross dry matter production of a 'standard' crop under actual 
light conditions adjusted for row crop conditions in kg per 
ha of crop blocks per day 
27 
name comment 
PACST gross dry matter production of a 'standard' crop under actual 
light conditions in kg per ha per day 
PERIOD number of days in a n days' period (n = multiple of 5) 
PI address with the value 3.141592653589793238 
RADIAN number of radians per degree = PI/180 
RELSUN relative duration of sunshine per day 
ROHE actual depth of the crop in m 
SKYAL altitude of a point in the hemisphere in radians 
SKYAZ azimuth of a point in the hemisphere in radians, measured from 
North via East 
S0M(1) sum of PACNH in the growing season 
S0M(2) sum of PAC in the growing season 
S0M(3) sum of PACNH in the current n days' period 
S0M(4) sum of PAC in the current n days' period 
S0M(5) sum of DRIAHM in the current n days' period 
S0M(6) sum of DRIANM in the current n days' period 
S0M(7) sum of DFIAH in the current n days' period 
S0M(8) sum of DFIANH in the current n days' period 
S0MS0M integration value of relative non-homogeneous diffuse light 
interception 
SRH point of time of sunrise 
SSH point of time of sunset 
STAP integration step in radians for diffuse light interception 
SUNAL sun altitude in radians 
SUNAZ sun azimuth expressed in radians from North 
TYD point of time in the integration per day, from midnight 
UPPER maximum value for altitude or azimuth of the hemisphere in the 
integration for diffuse light interception in radians 
(0.5TT - HALF) 
28 
A. EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION 

























































































































































0» 0» 0» 
F 2» 0» 0» 
10» 2» 1» 


















- 4» 4» 8» 
4? 4» 6» 
> 4» 4» 5» 
4» 4» 4» 
4» 4? 4» 
/ number 
/ number 
/ instructions to be shown instructions for 
/ filename of the listfile program ROCROP 
/ printing vis auxiliary port of the DT80/1 terminal 
/ number of the first day of the growing season 
/ number of the last day of the growing season 
/ 19 integration steps between sunrise and sunset 
/ crop block width» default 35 cm 
/ path width» default 40 cm 
/ azimuth of the crop block 
/ alternatives of number of plants per sctuare meter 
/ rate coefficient leaf area development 
/ alternatives of pairs of max»leaf area and max. crop depth 
/ correction factor for respiratory losses per day = 0.8 
/ fraction of dry matter production stored in bulbs = 0.9 
/ dry matter content of bulbs = 0.45 
12 / bulb size classes 
0 / bulbweight per plant and the percentages 
























6? / end of bulbweiähts per plant and the percentages 
of the first day with measured radiation data 
of the last day with measured radiation data 









918» 822» 219»1102»10?8» 505 
407» 39?» 307» 9Ó4» 335» 461 
» 345» 206»120?»1282»1452» 265» 410 
»1498»1181»1193»1165»1233»127Ó»1235 
»1291» 570»1166»1638» 903»1046»1820 
» 807» 579»123?» 763»1223» 687» 465 
29 
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2188f1557, 456,1846,2162,2303,2250, 428.1330,1166 





2354 / da i ly to ta l s of red. in Joules per s«uare cnw in 1975 in 'de Kocy" 
/ l a t i tude (Lisse, The Netherlands! = 52»3 decrees 
/ in tegrat ion step = 10 desree'; 
/ radiat ion coe f f i c ien t C = 0.29 
/ l i ä h t attenuation factor = 0.6 
Effect of planting density and plantin«! system on production of t u l i p s type "Pro 
minence" in 1975, Wierinsferwerf 
Y / resul ts per period 
N / no continuation of proäram R0CR0P 
4.2. C o n v e r s a t i o n on t h e s c r e e n 
The following conversation is the resul t of a run with program 
ROCROP and ins t ruct ions from terminal (the same as given in the section 
before). The f i r s t command after the prompt > is RUN foicJROCROP. 
>RUN ROCROP 
Instructions from a file? [filename]; 
data-output? [filename]: ROCROP.LST 
to be printed via DT80/1? CY/N3Î Y 
number of the first óax of sfrowinä season, <RET> = 1 ? [inteser]- 55 
number of the last da* of ärowinä season, <RET> - 1 ? Cinteäer]= 175 
number of steps between sunrise and sunset,<RET> = 19 ? [integer 1- :RET> 
crop block width in cms » <RET> * 33 ? [real.]-- 50 
path width in crus , <RET> = 40 ? Créais <RET> 
crop block direction in degrees? 7 [resl]= 90 
max. 16 alternatives of the number of plants per sauare meter (reals) 
separate the numbers by commas, close by / 
596,168,240,312 / 
coefficient leaf area development ratet <RET> = 0.0008 ? [real]- 0,004 
max. 10 pairs of max. leaf ares per plant (real, souare cms) 
and max. crop depth (real, cms) 
type a line with! leaf area , crop depth AMD ... [/] '? [STRING]? 
176,28 / 
max. leaf area - max. crop depth 
sauare cms cms 
176.000 - 28.000 
correction factor for respiratory losses, <RET> = 0.8 ? [real]- <RET> 
part of dry matter production stored in bulbs, <RET> = 0.9 ? [real]= <RET> 
dry matter content of bulbs, <RET> = 0.45 ? [real]= <RET> 
30 
Distribution of bulbweiäht in a number of size classes 
max» 10 size classes» separate the numbers by commas» close ba / 
: 5» 6» 7» 8» 9»10f11»12 / 
tabulated bulbweiäht per plant and the percentages produced per class si^e 





































































































































0» Of 0» 
2» 0» OF 
10» 2» IF 
















. 4» 4F14» 
4» 4,11, 
4» 4» 8» 
4» 4» 6, 
. 4» 4» 5» 
4» 4» 4» 


























69 / end of bulbweiöhts per plant and the percentages 
time series with radiation data 
first day number» <RET> = first day of the srowins" season? ninteäer3= 
last day number» <RET> = last day of the ärowinö season? Cinteëer3= 
daily radiation data are äiven? Vf/Hli Y 
daily radiation in Joules per sauare centimeter in chronological order» 
separate the numbers by commas and close by / 
918» 822» 219»1102»1098» 505 

















345» 206»1209»1282»1452» 265» 410 
220»1561»1498»1181»1193»1165»1233»1276»1235 
915»1410»i291» 570»1166»1638» 903»1046»1820 
297» 588» 807» 579»1237» 763»1223» 687» 465 











latitude on earth» <RET: 
integration step in degrees» <RET> = 1 0 ? [re3l]= <RET> 
C» fraction of clear radiation on cloudy days? <RET> = 0,2? ? Lreal^ <RET> 
light attenuation factor at 60 dears sun altitude KRET; - 0.6 ? Créai]-- <RET> 
headline m the pages with results - the first 80 characters? [STRING!: 
Effect of plantin* density and planting system on production of tulips type "Pro 
- the next 52 characters? [STRING.!: 
minence" in 1975» Wieringerwerf 





Do you continue program R0CR0P? CY/N3: N 
TT15 — STOP proäram R0CR0P 
4.3. First part of the output 
10M9Î34 13-APR-83 
Distribution of the bulbweights in s number of sise classes as percentages of total bulbproductiot 
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APPENDIX. LISTING OF SOURCE PROGRAM ROCROP AND SUBROUTINES 
PROGRAM ROCROP 
C december'83 
C Bulb production of tulips 
C 
C Model for the calculation of liäht interception» dry matter production 
C and bulb production of tulip crops» ärown in rows» on beds» or ridäes. 
C 
C The model was developed by G.G.M. van der Valk» Institute for Land 
C and Water Management Research with the cooperation of J.B.H.M. van 








INTEGER HACT0(365)»PERIOD»IHULP(25)»SIZE<11) »GRADEdl »25> 
DATA TRUE/.TRUE./ESC/27/SLASH/47/FN0T/-1.7E+38/ 
DATA PI/3.141592653589793238/ 
EQUIVALENCE ( A » IHULP ) » < ROHEM » LAPMAX (ID) 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ format statements 
C instruction I/O 
200 FORMAT(' ') 
201 F0RMAT('l'Al'Clw,Al'Clz'Al'C66t'ArCls'Al'C4i'ArC?3r) 
202 FORMATC The output is sent to auxiliary port. 
«'Al'CAl'CSi'Al'nw'Al'Hiz'Al'tóót'Al'Cls') 
203 FORMATCOmax. 16 alternatives of the number of plants per souare m 
fceter (reals)V26X'separate the numbers by commas» close fay /') 
204 FORMATCOBistribution of bulbweiäht in a number of size classes'/ 
*' max. 10 size classes» separate the numbers by commas» close b 
*y /') 
205 FORMATC tabulated bulbweiäht per plant and the percentages pro 
yduced per size class'/23X'sep3rate the numbers by commas and d o 
*se by /»'/' »ax. 25 bulbweiähts or close by <RET>') 
206 FORMATCOtime series with radiation data') 
207 FORMATC daily radiation in Joules per souare centimeter in chrono 
*loäical order»'/26X'separ3te the numbers by commas and close by /' 
* > 
208 FORMATC daily sunshine in hours (reals) in chrono 
lloäical order»'/26X'separate the numbers by commas and close ba /' 
*) 
209 FORMATC value not allowed') 
210 FORMATC radiation 0') 
211 FORMATC out of ranäe') 
C internal output 
300 FORMAT<21X'the sunshine hours of day'14'» <RET> = 0 ') 
C output of results 
400 FORMATC 1'//) 
401 FORMATC Distribution of the bulbweiähts in a number of size class 
*es as percentages of total bulbproduction'/'Oweiäht per I'/' plant 
* in I size classes'/' ärams I'2014) 
36 
402 FORMAT«12«' T l ' ) 
403 FORMAT«I?' I'2014) 
404 FORMAT«' Measured data of radiation and sunshine duration'/' H 
#= radiation in Joules per sousre centimeter per day'/' n = suns 
»nine hours per daa'//7(' day H n ')) 
405 F0RMAT(7(2I6»F6,2»X>) 
406 FORMAT<54X'Bulb production of tulips'/' '132AD 
407 FORMAT«'Ofirst day ärowinä season'I4»33X'plant density'F5.0' per s 
*a.m'7X'dry matter content in bulbs'F5.2/' last day ärowinä season 
*'I4»13X'coefficient leaf development rate'F9.4r30X'latitude'F5.1' 
*därs') 
408 FORMAT(6X'direct lisfht» steps'14' per day'HX'max. leaf ares per p 
*lant'F9»4' sa.m'14X'diffuse liähtf step'F4.0' därs'/6X'width of t 
»he blocks'F7.2' m'26X'max. crop depth'F7.2' m'15X'radiation coeffi 
»cient CF6.2/6X'width of the paths'F7.2' ir.'18X'photorespiratory 1 
*osses'F7,2»16X'liäht attenuation factor'F6.2) 
415 FORMAT«10X'block direction'FS.O' därs'12X'fraction dry matter in b 
*ulbs'F7.2/) 
409 F0RMAT(14X»111('_')/13X'I'13X'I dry matter production in käs/ha 
* l'13X'relstive radiation interception'12X'!V13X'I period 
* I row crop'1OX'homogeneous I'10X'direct'23X'diffuse'10X 
*'I'/13X'I day - day I per period total per period total I h 
»omoäeneous in row crop homogeneous in row crop I') 
410 nmHAT<i3x,ri3(/-'>,r40('_'>'i'56('_'>'r> 
411 F0RMAT«13X'I'13X'I'40X'I'56X'I') 
412 F0RMAT(13X'I'I5' -'14' I'F9.3,F10.0rF10.3,F10.0' I'F10,5,F13.5,F1 
#5.5fF13,5»5X'l') 
413 FORMAT«14X' tulip bulb productionî'FlO.0' käs per hectare =100,00 
* X ' ) 
414 F0RMAC(19X'- in bulb sise'H' 'F10.0' käs per hectare ='F6,2' %') 
tests on par-er 
500 FORMAT('0NRDAY='15' SRH='E14.7' SSH='E14.7/) 
501 FORMAT«' TYD='F6.2' SUNAL='F6.3' SUNAZ='F6,3' ALPHA=' 
»E14.7/18X' R0HE='E14,7' LAI='E14.7' DRI='D14.7' DRIANM='D14,7 
*' DRIAHM='D14.7) 
502 FORMAT«' DRIANM='D14.7' DRIAHM='D14.7) 
503 FORMAT«' SKYAZ='E14,7' DFIANH='D14.7) 
504 FORMAT«' SKYAL='E14.7' DFIANH='D14.7' BFIAH='D14»7) 
506 FORMAT«'0 relative liäht interception'/ 
*' direct diffuse'/ 
*' honoäeen 'D14.7r2x,D14,7/ 
*' row crop 'D14.7»2x»D14.7) 
507 FORMAT«' NRDAY='I6' LAT='F6.3' HT0P='F6.0' HCDR='F6.0' LAI=' 
»E14.7' R0HE='E14.7) 
508 FORMAT«' HCDF='E14.7' HCT0='E14.7) 
509 FORMAT«' RELSUN='E14.7' HACDR='E14.7' HACDF='E14.7) 
510 FORMAT«' HABNH='E14.7' HABH='E14.7' HACTNH='E14.7/' HCTNH«'E14. 
*7) 
511 FORMAT«'OActusl dry matter production of a standard crop'/ 
* 'day P P non homoäeneous'/I4f2F10.3) 
37 
c 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ startinä values 
C 












2 IF<UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNITO»200> 
LASTIH=-1 
IF(IGOTOd).EQ.TRUE) CALL FLNI <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNITO»REPORT»A»FILEI> 
IF(IG0T0(2).NE,TRUE) GOTO 3 
IF(DT80.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT3»201> ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC 
CALL FLNSIO <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»FILE3»UNIT2»UNIT3»1) 
CALL Y0RN0<UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»DT80»E0F»36> 
*' to be printed vis DT80/1') 
IF(DT80.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT3»202) ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC»ESC 
C 
C++++H+++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ ärowinä season 
C 
3 IF(IG0T0(3).NE.TRUE) GOTO 4 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EO.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»200) 
CALL LEESIN(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»1»NRDAYS»E0F»59» 
*' number of the first day of ärowinä season? <RET> =1 ') 
CALL LEESIN(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNITO»REPORT»A»365»NRBAYE»E0F»5?» 
*' nunber of the last day of ärowinä season» <RET> =1 ') 
CALL LEESIN(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»19 »NSTAP »E0F»59, 
*' number of steps between sunrise and sunset»<RET> =19 ') 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++++++++++ row dimensions 
C 
4 IF<IG0T0(4).NE.TRUE) GOTO 6 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»200) 
CALL LEESR <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»35.»ROUI»EOF »62» 
*' crop block width in cms » <RET> = 35 ') 
R0WI=R0WI/100 
CALL LEESR <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»40.»PAWI»EQF »62» 
*' path width in cms » <RET> =40 ') 
PAHI=PAUI/100 
5 CALL LEESR (UNITI»ACCEPT»UNITO»REPORT»A»FNOT»ROWAZ»EOF »62» 
#' crop block direction in deärees» ') 
1=1 
IF(ROWAZ.EQ.FNOT) GOTO 996 
38 
c 
C++++++++++H+++H+++H++++++++++++++H+++H++++++H++++ crop properties 
C 
' 6 IF(IG0T0(5).NE.TRUE> GOTO 11 
IF<UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT,OR.REPORT,EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»203> 
NDENS=1 
7 CALL RIJR<UNITI»ACCEPT,UNIT0>REP0RT,A>J»AU33)>E0F»DENS,16,FN0T» 
«NDENSfl»' ' ) 
IF(A<J>,!C,SLASH) GOTO 7 
NDENS=ND£NS-1 
1=2 
DO 8 J=1»NDENS 
IF(DENS(NDENS).EQ.FNOT> GOTO 996 
8 CONTINUE 
9 IF<UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT,OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE<UNIT0»200> 
CALL LEESR<UNITI»ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT»A»0.0008»RDLEAF»EOF»62» 
*' coefficient leaf area development rate» <RET> = 0.0008 ') 
CALL PAIRS(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»LAPMAX»NLAP»A»10> 
DO 10 J=1,NLAP 




CALL LEESR <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0,REP0RT»A»0,8 »FRESP»EOF »62» 
t' correct ion factor for respiratory losses » <RET> = 0.8 ' ) 
CALL LEESR <UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A,0.9 »FRACB»E0F ,62» 
%' part of dra matter production stored in bulbs» <RET> = 0.9 ' ) 
CALL LEESR (UNITIrACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»0.45»DMCB »EOF »62» 
* ' dry matter content of bulbs» <RET> = 0.45 ' ) 
C 
C+H++++H+++H+++++++++++HH+++++++H+++++++H+ bulb size distribution 
C 












*NSIZE»0»I»1»' ' ) 











IF(NGRAM.EQ.O) STOP 'no tabulated bulbweisfhts' 
DO 13 I=l»NGRAfi 
13 WRITE(UNIT3»403) <GRADE(J»I>»J=1»NSIZE) 
C 
C+++++++++++++++++H++++++++++I++++++++++++++++++++++++++ radiation data 
C 
14 IF(IG0T0(7).NE,TRUE) GOTO 22 





*' first daa number» <RET> = first day of the ärowinä season') 
CALL LEESIN(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNITO»REPORT»A»NRDAYS»N»E0F»60, 
*' last day number» <RET> = last day of the ärowinä season') 
M=I 
CALL Y0RN0(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»IG0T0<7)»E0F,64» 
*' daily radiation data are äiverr' 
*) 
IF(IG0T0<7).NE.TRUE> GOTO 17 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»207> 
16 CALL RIJ(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»J»AU33)»E0F»HACT0»N»0»M»1» 
*' ') 
IF(M.LE.N.AND.A(J),NE.SLASH) GOTO 16 
17 IF(IG0T0(7).EQ.TRUE) GOTO 19 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE<UNIT0»208) 
18 CALL RIJR(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A»J»AU33)»E0F»NKLEIN»N»0.»M» 
*lt' ') 
IF(M.LE.N.AND.A(J).NE.SLASH> GOTO 18 
19 DO 20 M=I»N 
IF<HACTO<M).GT.O.OR.NKLEIN<M).GT.O.) GOTO 20 
ENCODE(62»300»A) M 
CALL LEESR (UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT»A(63)»0.»NKLEIN(M)»E0F»62»A) 
20 CONTINUE 
C 












DO 21 J = I , L 
21 WRITE<UNIT3,405) (K,HACTO(K),NKLEIN<K)»K=J,N,M) 
C 
C++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++ radiat ion factors 
C 
22 IF<IG0T0<8).NE.TRUE> GOTO 25 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0,200) 
23 CALL LEESR (UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITQ,REP0RT»A»52.3»DEGREE,EOF,62, 
*' latitude on earth* <RET> = 52f3 ') 
1=1 
IF(DEGREE.LT.-60..OR.DEGREE.GT.60.) GOTO 998 
LAT=DEGREE*RADIAN 
CALL LEESR (UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A,10. ,STEP,E0F,62, 
*' integration step in deârees» <RET> - 10 ') 
HALF=RABIAN*STEP/2 
UPPER=PI/2-HALF 
24 CALL LEESR (UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»REP0RT,A,0.29»C,E0F,62, 
*' C, fraction of clear radiation on cloudy days, <RET> = 0.29 ') 
1=2 
IF(C.LT.0.25.0R.C,GT.0.36) GOTO 998 
CALL LEESR (UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A,0.6»LIBAS»E0F,62» 
Jc'liâht attenuation factor at 60 dears sun altitude,<RET>= 0.6 ') 
C 
CHH+++++++++++++++H+++H++++H+H+H+++++++++ headline in the results 
C 
25 IF(IG0T0(9).NE.TRUE) GOTO 26 
IFCUNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNITO,200) 
CALL REGEL(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,NTITEL,TITEL,EOF,41» 
%' headline in the paäes with results') 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ results per period 
C 
26 CALL Y0RN0(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A,TABLE,E0F»64, 




C n daws' period, n depending on lenäth of ärowinä season 
C 











C+++++++++++++T++++++++++ one paäe with results per pair of alternatives 
C 
IF(NDENS.EQ.O.OR.NLAP.EQ.O.OR.NRDAYE-NRDAYS.LT.O) GOTO 46 
DO 45 IDENS=1>NDENS 
DO 44 ILAP=1»NLAP 
IF<DENS<IDENS)*LAPMAX<ILAP).GT.80000.) GOTO 44 
C 




















DO 41 NRPERS=NRPERB»NRBAYEtPERIOD 
NRPERE=NRPERS+PERI0D-1 
NPER=0 
DO 31 I=3»8 
31 S0M(I)=0 
DO 39 NRDAY=NRPERS»NRPERE 
IF(NRDAY.LT.NRDAYS.OR.NRDAY.GT.NRDAYE) GOTO 39 
CALL TIJD(UNIT0>80»LASTIM) 
C 









32 IF(LAI.LE.O.O.OR.ROHE.LE.O.O) GOTO 39 
42 
c 
C+++++++++++ point of time of the day between sunrise and sunset for 











C WRITE(UNIT3»500) NRDAY»SRH»SSH 
DO 36 I=1»NSTAP 
TYB=TYD+STAP 
C 





IF<HULP3.GE.SUNAZ) GOTO 33 
SUNAZ=PI-SUNAZ 
GOTO 34 











IF(SUNAL.LE.0,01*RADIAN) GOTO 36 













C WRITE(UNIT3»502) DRIANM»DRIAHM 
43 
c 


























C URITE(UNIT3»50A) DRIAHM»DFIAHfDRIAN«»HFIANH 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H+H++++++ radiation on clear daas 
C 
CALL INTER(NRDAY » LAT » HTOP tHCDR tRADIAN) 
HT0P=0.5*HT0P 
HCDR=0.5*HCDR 
C WRITE(UNIT3f507) NRDAYtLAT»HTOPfHCDR»LAI»ROHE 
HCDF=0.5*(0.?1*HTOP-HCDR) 
HCTO=ö.5*(0.91*HTOP+HCDR) 
C WRITE(UNIT3,508) HCDFfHCTO 
C 
C+++++++++++H+++++++ calculation of actual direct and diffuse radiation 
C 
I=0.5*HACT0(NRDAY) 







C WRITE(UNIT3,509) RELSUN,HACDRfHACDF 
44 
c 
C+++++++++++++++++++++++ radiation on clear daas over a honoäeneous crop 





HACTNH=HULP* < HACDR+HACDF) 
HCTNH =HULP*(HCDR+HCDF) 
C URITE(t)NIT3f510) HABNHtHABHrHACTNHtHCTNH 
C 












* HULP1 *(HULP4*(1-EXP<-0.003*HCT0))+HULP6*HCT0> 
PACSNH=(1-HULP2)*<HULP3*(1-EXP(-0,005*HCTNH )>+HULP5*HCTNH )+ 
* HULP2 *(HULP4*<1-EXP(-0.003*HCTNH >>+HULP6*HCTNH 5 


















C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ a line per period 
C 











C++++++++H+++++H+++++H+H+++++++++++++H makinsS bulbs from dry «.atter 
C 
PACBNH=SOM ( 1 ) «FRACB/DMCB 
WRITE(UNIT3,413) PACBNH 
PACPNH=PACBNH/ROWI/DENS(IDENS)*(PAWI+R0WI)/10 
DO 42 I=1,NGRAM 
42 IHULP(I)=GRABE(1,I) 









A6 IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ,TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0,200) 
CALL YORNO(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A 
*' Do you continue proäram ROCROP' 
IFUGOTO(l).NE.TRUE) GOTO 999 
CALL Y3RN0<UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO»REPORT»A 
*' with another instruction file' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI»ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A 
*' with another listfile' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI»ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A 
*' with another ärowinä season' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI» ACCEPT » UNITO » REPORT » A 
*' with other crop diniensions' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A 
*' with other crop properties' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI,ACCEPT»UNITO,REPORT,A 
t' with another bulb size distribution' 
CALL Y3RN0(UNITI,ACCEPT»UNIT0,REPORT,A 
*' with other radiation data' 
CALL YORNO(UNITI» ACCEPT » UNITO » REPORT ,A 
*' with other radiation factors' 
CALL Y0RN0(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO,REPORT,A 


















IFCUNITI.ER,ACCEPT) GOTO (18,20)»I 
999 IF(DT80.EQ,TRUE) URITE(UNIT3,201) ESC,ESC,ESC,ESC,ESC,ESC 









DELTA = R0WI/(R0WI+PAWI) 





















HULP=-COS ( DECL IN ) «SIN ( HULP ) /HULP1 
IF<HULP*HULP.GT.l.000001) STOP 'invalid argument in arcsin' 
IF<HULP,LT.-1,> HULP=-1. 







C december '81 





DATA TRUE/.TRUE./BLANK/' '/NULL/0/ 
DATA A( 1)/ 63/A< 2)/ 32/A( 3)/ 91/A( 4)/102/A< 5)/105/A( 6)/108/ 
* A( 7>/101/A< 8)/110/A( 9)/ 97/AU0)/109/AUl)/101/A<12>/ 93/ 
* A(13)/ 58/A(14)/ 32/ 
100 FORMAT(35A1) 
201 FORMAT«'+'35A1) 
202 FORMAT«' Error in filename') 
C 
CALL ERRSET(29»».FALSE.»».TRUE.) 
CALL ESRSET«30»».FALSE.»».FALSE.) ( 
CALL ERRSET<37»».FALSE,) 
CALL ERRSET(43.».FALSE.) 
1 DO 2 1=1»DIM 
2 FILE(I)=NULL 
IF(UNITl.NE.ACCEPT.AND.REPORT.NE,TRUE) GOTO 3 
CALL FRMAT(140»FMT»N»TEXT»14»A) 
WRITE(UNITO»FMT) 
3 READ(UNITI»100»ERR=998»END=999) (FILE(I)»I=1»DIM> 
IF(REPORT.EQ.TRUE.AND.UNITI.NE.ACCEPT) WRITE(UNIT0»201> (FILE(I)»I 
*=1»DIM) 
DO 4 I=1»DIM 
IF(FILE(I).EO.BLANK) FILE(I)=NULL 
4 CONTINUE 
IFdUNlT.NE.ACCEPT.AND,IUNIT.NE.UNITO) CLOSE (UNIT=IUNIT) 
RETURN 
998 IF(UNITI.NE.ACCEPT) STOP 'error in filename' 
URITE(UNIT0»202) 
GOTO 1 




C deceinber '81 





IF(IERR.NE.30) GOTO 2 













C december '81 





200 FORMAT(' ') 
IF(UNITI.NE,ACCEPT) GOTO 1 
CALL ERRSET(29 » ».FALSE . » ».FALSE.) 
0PEN(UNIT=1»NAME='INITIEREN.INS'»TYPE='0LD'»ACCESS='SE0UENTIAL'» 
*FORM='FORMATTED'» ERR=1 » READONLY » RECORDSIZE=132) 
UNITI=1 
1 CALL FLN(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»TRUE»FMT»UNITI»FILE»31» 





IFCUNITI.EG.ACCEPT.OR.UNITI.EQ.UNITO) GOTO 4 
2 OPEN<UNIT=UNITI»NAME=FILE»TYPE='DLD'»ACCESS='SEGUENTIAL'»FORM='FOR 
«MATTED'»ERR=998 » READONLY » RECORDSIZE=132) 
998 CALL FLNERR(IOLD»ACCEPT»IOLD»IGOTO) 
IF(IGOTO.EQ.l) UNITI=ACCEPT 
GOTO U»2»3)»IG0T0 
3 CALL Y0RN0(UNITI»ACCEPT»UNIT0»TRUE»FMT»REP0RT»E0F»36» 
*' instructions to be shown') 







C december '81 










2 IF<IUNIT.EQ,3) OPEN(UNIT=IUNIT,NAME=FILEfREAD0NLY» 
*TYPE='OLD'» ACCESS*'SEQUENTIAL'tFORM='FORMATTED'tERR=998 » 
f RECORDS IZE=179 ^) 
998 CALL FLNERR(UNITI,ACCEPT»JUNIT,IGOTO) 
IF(IG0T0,EQ,1) IUNIT=ACCEPT 
GOTO (1»2»5),IG0T0 




4 IFUUNIT.EQ.4) QPEN<UNIT=JUNIT»NAME=FILE, 
* TYPE«'NEW'»ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL'*FORM='FORMATTED',ERR=999» 
* REC0RDSIZE=512) 
IFUUNIT.NE.ACCEPT) GOTO 999 
CLOSE(UNIT=JUNIT) 
0PEN(UNIT=JUNIT»NAME='TI,',TYPE='0LD',REC0RDSIZE=134,ERR=999) 







C June '82 




300 FORMAT«'<'I3'H ') 
C 




IF(NTEXT.LE.O) GOTO 2 
DO 1 I=1,NTEXT 
J=J+1 
1 FMTU)=TEXT(I> 
2 IF(N.LE.O) GOTO 4 















C december '81 




C first and last numeric character 
L=0 
K=32767 
DO 1 J=ICHAR»NCHAR 
«=A(J/ 
IF(K.EG.327Ó7.AND.<M.EQ.32.OR.M.EQ.0.OR.M.EQ.9.OR.M.EQ.11 >) GOTO 1 
IF(K.EQ.32767) K=J 
IF<M.LT.43.0R.M,EQ.44.0R.M.EQ.47.0R.<M.GT.57.AND,M.NE.63)) GOTO 2 
L=J 
IF(M.EQ.63> GOTO 2 
1 CONTINUE 
C copy numeric characters 
















SUBROUTINE INTER(NRDAY »LAT »HTOP »HCDR » RADIAN) 
C »arch'83 







EQUIVALENCE <HT0PT<1» 1)»IA)»<HT0PT<1» 4)»IBMHTOPTU» 7>»ID» 
* <HT0PT(1»10)»ID>»<HT0PT(1»13)»IE) 
EQUIVALENCE (HCLEARU» 1)»IF)»(HCLEAR(1» 4) »IG) »(HCLEARU» 7>»IH)» 
* (HCLEARU» 10) » II >»(HCLEARU»13>»IJ) 
C 
C HTOP is found in the HTOPT table 
C HCDR is found in the HCLEAR table 
C TGROOT is the array of T-values corresponding with the coluiris of the 
C tables HTOPT and HCDR 
C ILAT is the arras of LAT-values corresponding with the rows of the 
































































C Interpolation between integers in a table 
C 
C Integer values in Table IXY vara with the corresponding values of 
C integer arra* IX (rows) and integer array IY (colums)• 
C NX = actual number of rows 
C NY = actual number of colurns 
C DIMY = maximum number of colums 
C X = real value at which interpolation between rows is done 
C Y * real value at which interpolation between colums is done 




C+++++++H+++++++++++++++++++++ finding the lowest seauence number in IX 
C 
DO 1 J=1»NX 
FX=IX(J> 
IF(X.EQ.FX) GOTO 2 
IF(J.EQ.NX) GOTO 1 
A=IX(J+1) 




C+++H++++++++HH+H++++++++++ finding the lowest seouence number in IY 
C 
2 DO 3 1=1>NY 
FY=IY(I) 
IF(Y.EQ.FY) GOTO 4 
IF(I.EQ.NY) GOTO 3 
A=IY(I+1> 














IF(I.GE.NY-l) GOTO 5 
A=IY<I+1)-IY(I) 












C december '81 
C Reads an inteäer fro» instruction input 
C 
BYTE TEXT <N),REPORT»TRUEf A(80) »FMTU40) tB(13) »EOF 
INTEGER G£TAL»UNITI»ACCEPT,UNITO 
DATA TRUE/.TRUE./ 
DATA B( 1)/ <S3/B< 2)/ 32/B( 3)/ 91/B( 4)/105/B( 5)/110/B( 6)/116/ 
* B< 7)/101/B( 8)/103/B( 9)/101/B<10)/114/B<11)/ 93/8(12)/ 61/ 



















IF(J.LT.O) GOTO 998 
3 IF(REPORT«EQ.TRUE.AND.UNITI.NE.ACCEPT) WRITE(UNIT0,202) GETAL 
RETURN 









C decenber '81 






DATA B< 1)/ 63/B( 2)/ 32/B( 3)/ 91/B( 4)/114/B( 5)/101/B<6)/97/ 




203 FORMAT(' Error in real') 
300 FORMAT(Gl2,3) 
C write Question 
E0F=.FALSE. 










IF(J.LT.O) GOTO 998 
display in 8 characters 
3 IF(REP0RT.NE.TRUE.OR.UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT) RETURN 
ENC0DE(12»300»A) F 
DO 4 1=1,8 
IF<A(I).NE.B(2)) GOTO 5 
4 CONTINUE 
5 DO 6 J=I,8 
6 A(J-I+1)=A(J) 
J=8-I+l 
IF(A(9).EQ.BLANK) GOTO 8 
J=8 
DO 7 1=5,8 
7 A(I)=A(I+4) 
8 WRITE<UNIT0,202) <A(I)»I=1,J) 
RETURN 







SUBROUTINE NUMMER(A »ICHAR , NCHAR,NOT , I) 
C december '81 















C Redds pairs of »ax« leaf area and max. crop depth 
C 
C parameter description 
C 
C UNITI logical unit number of the instruction input 
C ACCEPT logical unit number of the terminal 
C UNITO loäical unit number of the instruction output 
C REPORT = .TRUE, displays instruction input 
C ROW(ifl) max« leaf area 
C R0W(i»2) »ax. crop depth 
C M actual number of pairs 
C A array of characters in a record < BYTE A(132) ) 









200 FORMATC max. 10 pairs of max. leaf area per plant (real» sctuare c 
*ms)'/' and max. crop depth (real« cms 
201 FORMATC max. leaf area - max. crop depth'/' sauare cms 
* cms') 
202 F0RMAT(F12.3' -'F10.3) 
203 FORMATC 0 .»airs of numbers') 
58 
c 







1 CALL STRING(UNITI,ACCEPT,UNIT0»FALSE»132»NCHAR,A,EOF,69r 
%' type 3 line with* lesf sres » crop depth AND ..• 
*C/] ') 
IF<E0F,EQ.TRUE.AND.NCHAR.EQ.O) GOTO 3 
1=0 
C 
C++++++++++H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++ per character 
C 
2 1=1+1 
IF(I.GT.NCHAR) GOTO 1 
C=A(I) 
IF(C.EG.BLANK.OR.C.EQ.NBYTE.OR.C.EQ.DBYTE) GOTO 2 
IF(C.EQ.KOMMA.OR.C.EQ.SLASH.OR.C.EQ.AND) GOTO 3 
C 






C+++H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++++ defsult values 
C 




C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++ forminä the values 
C 
4 IF(N.EQ.C) GOTO 5 
11=1 
CALL GETAL<B»II»N»0.,F) 
IF(N.LT.O) STOP 'error in pair' 




IF(J.LT.3.AND,C.NE.SLASH.AND.C.NE,AND) GOTO 2 
IFU.LT.3) GOTO 3 
C 




IF(C.NE.SLASH.AND.EOF.NE.TRUE) GOTO 2 
59 
c 
C+++++++++++++H+++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ last pair 
C 
IF(M.GT.l) GOTO 6 









DO 7 1=1.« 
7 WRITE(UNITO,202) <R0W(Irl),R0W(I,2)) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REGEL (UNITI,ACCEPT,UNITO»REPORT,NTEKST,LIJN,EOF,N, 
* TEXT) 
C december '81 




300 F0RHAT(41X' - the first 80 characters') 
DATA TRUE/»TRUE./ 
ENCODE(69,300,TEKST) 














C Juni '82 
C Reads s record of instruction input containing integers and couples 
C characters 
C 
BYTE REPORT ,EOF,A <132)> TRUE » TEXT(NTEXT)» C ? BLANK ,KOMMA tSLASH,EN t 
*NBYT£,B<8)rFMT<140)fC0L0N<l)»QUOTE 






201 FORMAT*' + '80AD 
202 FORMAT (' '80AD 
203 FORMATC error in data') 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++++H+++++++++++++ input of a record 
C 
1 CALL FRMAT<140»FMT»NTEXT,TEXT»1,COLON) 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNITO»FMT> 
EOF=,FALSE. 







C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ instruction output 
C 






IF(K.GT.NCHAR) GOTO 5 
IF(K.EQ.l) WRITE(UNIT0»201> <A<I)»I=1»J) 
IF(K.NE.l) MRITE(UNIT0f202) (BLANK»I=1»NTEXT>»BLANK»<A(I)»I=K»J) 
GOTO 4 
C 





IF(M.GT.MAX) GOTO 998 
C=A(I) 
IF(C.EQ.QUOTE) EVEN=1-EVEN 
IF(EVEN.EQ.l.AND.(C.EQ.BLANK.OR.C.EQ.NBYTE)) GOTO 6 
IF(EVEN.EQ.1.ANH.<C.EQ.K0MMA.0R.C.EQ.EN.0R.C.EQ.SLASH).0R.I.GT. 
«NCHAR) GOTO 7 
61 
I 









IF(N.LE.O) GOTO 9 














Cmmm++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ the l a s t data 
C 














C Reads a record of instruction input containing reals and Quadruples 
C of characters 
C 










202 FORMAT (' '80AD 
203 FORMAT*' error in data') 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ input of a record 
C 
1 CALL FRMAT<140,FMT»NTEXT»TEXT,1»C0L0N) 
IF<UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT,EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNITO»FMT) 
E0F=.FALSE. 





READ(UNIT11100 »ERR=??8 » END=999) NCHAR »(A(I)» I=11NCHAR) 
C 
C+++++++H+H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ instruction output 
C 






IF(K.GT.NCHAR) GOTO 5 
IF(K,EQ.l) URITE(UNIT0,201) (A(I)»I=1»J) 









IF(M.GT.rtAX) GOTO 998 
C=A(I) 
IF(C.EQ.QUOTE) EVEN=1-EVEN 
IFŒVEN.EQ.1.AND.(C.EQ.BLANK.OR.C.EQ.NBYTE)) GOTO 6 
IF<EVEN.EQ,LAND.(C.EQ.KOMMA.OR.C.EQ.EN.OR.C.EQ.SLASH).OR.I.GT, 
»NCHAR) GOTO 7 
C 









IFtN.LE.O) GOTO 10 
IF(B(1).NE.QUOTE) GOTO 9 
IF(B(2).EQ.QUOTE) GOTO 10 
DO 8 J = l f 7 





GOTO 1 0 
9 J=l 
CALL GETAL<B»J>N,FNOT>G) 





C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ the l a s t data 
C 













C december '81 
C Reads a strinä of characters fron» instruction input» 
C 




200 FORMAT(' 'Ó9A1'? [STRING].') 
201 FORMAT(' '80AD 
202 FORMATC Incorrect length of the strinä!') 
203 FORMATC '80AD 
204 FORMATC Error in strinä') 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ write auestion 
C 
E0F=.FALSE. 




DO 2 J=1»I 





C+++++++++++H++++H+++++++++++++++H+++++++++++++++++++++++ read answer 
C 





C++++++++++++++++++++H++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ incorrect format 
C 
IF<NCHAR.LE.NMAX) GOTO 5 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EG.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»202) 
IF(UNITI.EQ.ACCEPT) GOTO 1 
NCHAR-NMAX 
C 
C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ output on terminal 
C 











C december '81 
















IF(L.LE.80) WRITE(UNIT0»200> A 




C december '81 










202 FORMAT(/' Please type Y»N or <RET>. '»*) 
203 FORMATC + 'Al) 




IF<UNITI.NE.ACCEPT.AND.REPORT,NE.TRUE) GOTO 2 
CALL FRMAT(140»FMT»N»TEXT,9»A) 
WRITE(UNITOfFMT) 
2 READ(UNITI»100»ERR=998»END=999) LOG 
IF(LOG.EQ.Y.OR.LOG.EQ.NO.OR.LOG.EQ.BLANK.OR.LOG.EQ.NUL) GOTO 3 
IFCUNITI.EQ.ACCEPT.OR.REPORT.EQ.TRUE) WRITE(UNIT0»202) 
IFtUNITI.EQ.ACCEPT) GOTO 1 
GOTO 998 
3 IF<LOG.NE.Y) LOG=NO 




998 IF(UNITl.NE.ACCEPT) STOP 'Error instead of Yes or No' 
WRITE(UNIT0»204) 
GOTO 1 
999 EOF=TRUE 
GOTO 3 
END 
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